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There’s something inherently intriguing about a dam obstructing a river.  The reservoir created by 

dams has immense depths allowing us to do things such as irrigate crops, generate electricity, and 
maintain picturesque deep water bodies, full of wildlife ecosystems.  The juxtaposition between the calm 
water above the dam, and the rapids below it give off an uncanny vibe, disrupting the natural flow of the 
water.  Maine dams have supported entire towns with their ability to harness hydropower and continue to 
shield areas from flooding to this day.  Many older technologies fade out over time, but hydropower is 
still relevant in our society today, with over 1,000 dams present in Maine.  It is for these reasons that 
Maine’s maritime history of blocking off rivers is just as interesting as our history boating through them. 

Before larger dams existed, many towns had small dams, which were a necessity to power local 
mills.  One such example of a small dam was constructed on the Nequasset river in the early 1700s from 
stone, later rebuilt with concrete.  This structure helped employ many in Woolwich, as a high volumes of 
lumber was sawn using the water-powered mill.  The History of Woolwich, Maine describes one such 
example: “John Gilmore recorded in his account book, in 1816, “labor for sawing 864 ft. of red oak 
boards … $13.83.” (Gilmore 125)  
(Nequasset sawmill, restored) 

 
Often times, the logs were floated down Nequasset river to be milled, which was made possible by rising 
waters resulting from the dam.  In addition to sustaining the town’s lumber business, the dam also helped 
maintain Nequasset lake, a protected reservoir that still supplies the City of Bath with its water.  Several 
competing dam-powered sawmills existed in the very same town of Woolwich, such as Brocas creek near 
Days Ferry, and the shingle mill on Montsweag river near Wiscasset.  There's even a small brick dam in 
the stream near my home in Montsweag, probably built during the late 1800s by nearby brickyards.  All 
of these earlier dams played an important role in Maine's economy during the 18th-20th centuries because 
they supported local families and schools to work in the same town.  These early dams represent the 
incipient versions of hydropower, which is relevant to Maine’s economy today.  
(Nequasset dam on left, Montsweag dam on right) 

 
 



 

A few larger dams existed in Maine since the early 1700’s, such as the bridge street dam in 
Yarmouth, over 300 feet long, that powered water pumps for iron smelting buildings.  There were some 
dams built later, such as Edward’s dam on the Kennebec river in Augusta during 1837.  It measured 24 
feet high and 917 feet long.  All of these earlier dams were used to mechanically power nearby mills, 
which worked well, but many companies didn’t want their resources close to a river where floods occur, 
thus electricity for long-distance energy transport was needed.  Electricity became more widespread in the 
1890s, but Maine businesses still needed a supplier to make it profitable. 

In 1899, a young Walter Wyman purchased his first electric generator to supply power to nearby 
street lights along with 100 customers in the town of Oakland.  Wyman’s modest business (Oakland 
power Co.) began absorbing other local companies until they consolidated and became known as Central 
Maine Power (CMP). This company still supplies most of Maine’s energy today.  Wyman liked river 
power, and he knew that a large power company could keep up the supply of electricity to industrial 
equipment better than a small company could.  To accomplish large power output, CMP constructed the 
Wyman dam in 1930, measuring a staggering 3,054 feet wide.  It blocks the Kennebec River in Somerset 
county, and its construction led to the creation of Wyman lake.  This dam could send power far and wide 
in vast quantities to customers who requested it.  
 (Below are pictures of the Wyman dam) 

 
The Wyman was the tallest dam in Maine, at 155 feet maximum.  That’s pretty high, but not 

nearly as high as Maine’s electricity prices, which rank 11th highest in the country at 13.02 cents per 
kilowatt hour.  Maine Preservation tells us that over 170 Maine dams continue to supply over 30% of 
Maine’s total electricity.  This helps to keep our electricity costs among the best in New England, 
highlighting the importance of dams in building a sustainable power grid. There are many 
environmentalist groups that want to tear dams down, let the river flow free.  While there are benefits to 
undamming a river, there are benefits to leaving dams in.  According to Maine Preservation, “Multiple 
dams on rivers across the state lessen the impact of flooding downstream, reduce dangerous erosion, filter 
toxins and block destructive tree limbs and other debris. With the increasing severity of storms caused by 
our changing climate, the threat of flooding continues to increase, and dams can play a role in limiting 
this risk.” 

When factoring in all these benefits of mineral filtration and flood suppression, along with the 
fact that dams supply 30% of Maine’s energy, it could be deemed very beneficial to maintain dams 
provided they don’t cost too much to repair. 

 



 

(Maine dam under construction) 

 
Dams in Maine have a rich tradition of sustaining local businesses in early settlements, supplying 

stable power to large industries, and continued economic presence in bringing down our electric bills. 
Not only are dams marvelous structures to look at, but they also provide us with hydropower, which has 
yet to be surpassed in viability by wind and solar.  But beyond their utilitarian purpose, dams have a way 
of showing the human tendency towards the belief in our creations.  We place trust in the concrete and 
earthen structures we build to hold back huge volumes of water from flooding nearby towns.  Past and 
continued use of dams in Maine will show our posterity how we solve our energy needs using nature, 
demonstrating that economic progress doesn’t have to continue in spite of nature, but rather, in 
conjunction with it. 
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